PRESS KIT

ABOUT THE MISSING PEACE
The Missing Peace is a full length dance performance dedicated
to those who have been affected by Alzheimer's Disease,
suicide, and struggle with self-identity. Created by
choreographers Jamie Erin Murphy, Brady Sanders, & Shana
Simmons, The Missing Peace weaves together three works that
invoke hope, empathy and inspire action. Through this
production and incorporating outside organizations to take part
in the event, we hope to bring encouragement and support to
those struggling with any of these issues, spreading awareness
about them, and demonstrating how powerful and necessary the
arts and dance are to make an impact in our community.
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LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR

Hello!
I am so excited you are considering experiencing a Shana Simmons
Dance production. SSD recently became its own non-profit
organization in February of 2017 and we are eagerly pushing
forward to continually bring high quality artistic programming to the
Pittsburgh area and beyond. SSD projects aim to draw audiences
into modern dance in new and creative ways and highlight current
societal topics for project based work. These projects forward
communities by creating thoughtful performances and inspiring lives
through dance and artistic vision.
The Missing Peace is truly a unique production as it fosters three
separate choreographers’ voices and aims to draw awareness to
serious issues affecting our society today. The artistic voices clearly
speak to the audience through movement, sound, and voice, and
viewers walk away discussing and meditating on the events days
after.
SSD firmly believes in supporting artistic growth within its company
members by encouraged development of their own voices. The
Missing Peace holds a very close place in my heart and the three
choreographers hope to continue TMP presentations well into the
future.
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With love and happy feet,
Shana Simmons
Artistic Director, Shana Simmons Dance
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THE PROCESS

The inspiration for this project came from the trio of choreographers presenting these works in New York
City in January 2017 as part of the Internationally renowned APAP Conference. Each choreographer had
previously started their own responses to personal experiences based on these three issues as smaller
versions of the final works. After presenting side by side, the trio decided to blend the ideas, finding
commonalities and connective ties within the individual works. The three worked together to weave these
ideas to form the final full length production.
Sanders, Murphy and Simmons feel very strongly that outreach towards these causes is necessary at this
time due to the emotional dynamics in our society and the change in political power that has created
uncertainty within our communities. Each piece was created by the choreographer in their own style, voice
and strategies, starting with the seed idea from the previously performed work.
Organizations with involvement throughout The Missing Peace were The American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention, Pittsburgh Chapter, The Alzheimer's Association, and local life coaches that support people
struggling with their identities. Through volunteering with these organizations, the dance company was able
to incorporate hands-on interaction and learn about the causes. This interactive process helped guide the
works and shape each choreographer's perspective. Each organization was represented at the performances
at volunteer tables and patrons were more willing to speak with them after watching the show, indicating
the power of The Missing Peace and willingness to discuss difficult issues after experiencing the arts.
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THE ARTISTS
Shana Simmons (Producer, Co-creator/Choreographer/Dancer) graduated from
Point Park University with a BA in Dance in 2003. Simmons lived in New York City
for four and a half years and performed with choreographers such as Noemie
Lafrance "Agora", Alexandra Beller, Tomé Cousin, bigGRITS dance co, Debra
Wanner/Amy Larimer, Amanda Drozer, and was a company member of white road
dance media.
Simmons holds an MA in Choreography from LABAN in London, England. She
performed and choreographed with companies and choreographers such as Flat
Feet
Dance Company, Stacy Abalogun and Nadine Doran-Holder and has performed her
own works in New York City, Belgium, London, Chicago, and Pittsburgh.
Since her return to Pittsburgh, Simmons has performed with companies such as
Attack Theater, STAYCEE PEARL dance project, the Pittsburgh Opera, The Murphy/
Smith Dance Collective, Jamie Erin Murphy, The Atlanta Opera, Brady Sanders, and
was a founding company member of Continuum Dance Theater. She has
choreographed for festivals such as the Next Stage Residency and New Moves
Festival through the Kelly-Strayhorn Theater, The Three Rivers Arts Festival, and
Evolve Productions. SHANA SIMMONS DANCE, founded in 2009, has a long
standing collaborative relationship with The Eclectic Laboratory Chamber
Orchestra, producing four separate works to date. SSD has received support from
the Heinz Small Arts Initiative, the Kelly Strayhorn Theater and the National Aviary
for such projects. She is a recent nominee for the Carol R Brown Award and
currently adjunct dance faculty at Point Park University.

www.shanasimmonsdance.com
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Brady Sanders (Co-creator/Choreographer/Dancer) Originally from
Oswego, IL, Brady is an independent dancer, choreographer, teacher
and designer living in Pittsburgh, PA. He has performed with Dansz
Loop Chicago, Inaside Chicago Dance, Thodos Dance Chicago, Attack
Theatre in the Pittsburgh Opera, the Murphy/Smith Dance Collective,
Jamie Erin Murphy and Shana Simmons Dance. He has had the privilege
to teach and choreograph many successful and artistically innovative
groups including but not limited to – The Boston Crusaders, The
Cavaliers Drum and Bugle Corps, the Pride of Cincinnati Winter Guard,
Norwin High School and Kiski Area High School. Brady has presented at
regional and national education conferences as well as performed
original works as a keynote presenter.
He is currently a Resident Artist at the Richard E. Rauh Conservatory of
Pittsburgh Musical Theater and is teaching, choreographing and
performing extensively throughout the Pittsburgh area and across the
Midwest. He strives to create work that is both accessible and thought
provoking. Brady is passionate about teaching, entertaining,
collaborating and communicating through dance.
This performance is dedicated to Brady’s great-grandmother Jennie
Farmer, grandmother Roberta Osborn and grandmother Lenoa Sanders.
What Remains is inspired by Sanders’ first hand experience with
Alzheimer’s disease and embodies not only his hopes and fears for the
future, but also the personal experiences of caregivers and others
impacted by the disease. This deeply personal work raises the
question, “When we forget ourselves and our loved ones, what
remains?”
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Jamie Erin Murphy (Costumer, Co-creator/Choreographer/Dancer) is a
Pittsburgh based choreographer, dancer and educator who is passionate
about exploring the human body through movement. She graduated
from Point Park University in 2007. Jamie has worked with Attack
Theatre, Staycee Pearl Dance Project, Texture Contemporary Ballet,
Xpressions Contemporary Dance Company, The Pillow Project, Knot
Dance, Zany Umbrella Circus, Opera Theater of Pittsburgh and was codirector of Murphy/Smith Dance Collective.
Her choreography has been presented throughout Pittsburgh, as well as
Ohio, Chicago and New York. In 2014 she completed a 6-month
mentorship with Doug Varone and Dancers (NYC) and presented work at
the historical 92nd Street Y as part of the CHIN Project. Jamie has an
extensive teaching career and is currently a proud faculty member of
the Pittsburgh Ballet Theater School where she teaches Modern, Jazz,
Choreography, Dance for Parkinson’s, Adaptive Dance, Mindful
Movement for seniors with Alzheimer's Disease and Creative Movement
through elementary school residencies. Jamie has taught master classes
at Carnegie Mellon University, Seton Hill University and Point Park
University and has guest lectured about her educational programs at
University of Pittsburgh, Duquesne University and Carlow University.
She has had the honor of being nominated three times for The Carol R.
Brown Achievement in the Arts Award and was listed in 2013’s Best of
Pittsburgh Dance for her work with MSDC. On top of being an
independent artist, she is currently a collaborator of Shana Simmons
Dance as a dancer, choreographer and costumer. Jamie is very proud to
be a part of the Pittsburgh dance community and will strive to continue
her mission to make art and dance accessible for everyone.
www.jamieerinmurphydance.com
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THE MISSING PEACE
Touring Project:
The Missing Peace is a full length dance performance dedicated to
those who have been affected by Alzheimer's Disease, suicide, and
struggle with self-identity. Created by choreographers Jamie Erin
Murphy, Brady Sanders, & Shana Simmons, The Missing Peace
weaves together three works that invoke hope, empathy and inspires
action. Each choreographer has created a separate work which is
tied together through meaningful transitions and audience
participation. The take away is a feeling of support, encouragement,
and calls for change.
Before the audience enters the performance space, they are asked to
write an uplifting word or phrase of encouragement on a notecard
and post it on a designated area. These can range from “you can do
it!” to “believe in yourself” etc. As audience enters the space they are
reminded of something positive and can see what others have
written as well, already asking them to be slightly vulnerable.
The production begins with a voiceover asking audience members to
stand up, step forward, and relate to each other based on a series of
personal questions. The audience laughs, judges, perhaps feels
embarrassed, but enjoys the play with each other and the cast. This
segways into questions about the cast and honest answers
accompanied by improvisation. “Me vs. ...,” the opening piece, is
choreographed by Jamie Erin Murphy and set to live voice and two
electronic compositions. The dancers verbalize confessions about
themselves while interacting through space. Confrontational
movement gives way to a section about layers with the dancers
attacking each other’s clothing. The piece is driving, reflecting, and
confident.
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The transitions give audience a chance to breathe and simply observe the
natural landscape of bodies, set to an underscore of nature sounds:
birds, city living, ocean. Two transitional moments back to back offer a
humorous interaction with audience members. A pantless solo cast
member begins asking individuals if anyone has his “keys.” The keys
have been handed out to one audience member before the show begins,
but the cast member truly has no idea where they might be. Upon
discovery of his keys (this can take 30 seconds-2 minutes), the cast
member realizes he has forgotten his pants. Rolling metal structures
then enter the space and begin to segregate pathways from this solo cast
member. Photos of people with Alzheimer’s disease are displayed on
these metal structures in small panels. “What Remains”, choreographed
by Brady Sanders, begins with soft tones, voiceovers of caretakers
describing their loved ones, memories, the history of the affected
individual, and how their relationship changed. This second section takes
you on a journey of emotion and loss, remembrance and suffering, with
a driving piano score that escalates into a simple, heartfelt duet of
letting go.
A second transition of rolling bodies, set to the same natural sounding
score, washes the space clean. This transition focuses on more
interaction between dancers, lifting one off the ground and supporting
them as they softly fall back into the floor. The next cast member enters
the space as lights fade up and we watch the rolling bodies walk away. A
solo cast member from “STOP”, choreographed by Shana Simmons,
begins asking the audience how they are, shaking their hands, and
counting each person as she goes. When she gets to the twelfth person,
she does not shake their hand, but pulls away, choking the word “twelve”
and fading back. The rest of the cast comes out and begins to repeat
this same pattern, casually introducing themselves, asking everyone how
they are doing, yet stopping before the twelfth person. In the US, a
person commits suicide every twelve minutes, physicalizing this stoppage
of time.
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“STOP” begins with a casual conversation between two dancers.
Seated in the space, the first dancer goes through a series of
asking the second dancer how she is, the answers getting less and
less detailed every time the question is asked. This softens the
feeling and mood as her responses are honest and humorous at
times. The third section is a thought provoking piece, playing with
ideas of how important is the question “How are you?” and how
this can warrant a numb and mundane response most times. What
is it that we feel on the inside that we don’t show the world?
Elements of weighted movement and emptiness are highlighted
which transitions into a metronome sound track by So Percussion.
This feeling of time pressure drives the dancers through to the last
section, full of partnering, support, lifts, and pure enjoyment of
each other. The original two dancers remain and she is asked one
more time, “How are you?” As he lifts her and begins to carry her
offstage in an embrace, she replies, “I’m.....HERE.”
A voiceover soundtrack once more fills the space in black out as
dancers begin handing out envelopes to the audience. What is
being heard are memories or ideas that encourage people, stories
told by the audience into a recording device which was recorded
prior to the start of the show. Inside these envelopes are the note
cards the audience wrote on, further reinforcing the idea that we
need to encourage each other, we are what remains, and we, both
dancers and audience, are the connective through line of the show.
Audience response and feedback has been extremely positive. A
feeling of wanting to stay in the space well after the show has
ended occurs and audience has said they have thought about and
talked about the show sometimes days after. The Missing Peace is
a powerful performance tapping into our humanity in ways never
before experienced.
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THE DETAILS
Premiere: March 2-10, 2018, Bricolage Theater, Pittsburgh, PA
Company: Shana Simmons Dance
Title of Production: The Missing Peace
Choreography: Jamie Erin Murphy, Brady Sanders, & Shana Simmons
Costumes: Jamie Erin Murphy
--Music by Section:
Me vs. ... “Human Being", “Chaos", & “Skin" by Murcof
What Remains Robert Traugh, Interviews by Rob & Margaret Rice Moir, Delilah Picart, Mary Ellen & Roger Sanders
STOP “Divide” by Emptyset, “It Is Time: I. Metronome” by So Percussion, “Forever” by Julianna Barwick
Music Editing: PJ Roduta
Run Time: 1hr and 15min, no intermission
Dancers: 6-8 touring
--Lights: Original Lighting by Bob Steineck, lighting plot available upon request. General lighting plots to set mood and
environment.
Multi-media: Video projection, Introduction to work
Props: Provided props for “What Remains,” 2nd section. Will require two chairs.
Tech: If performed in the round (4-sided box) as original presentation, no projectors will be needed. Can be adapted
to proscenium setting.
Pre-Show (optional): Prior to the start of performance, audience members will write an uplifting thought on a notecard
and post it on a designated space to be seen. A volunteer or usher must also be voice recording different audience
members to make up a 2 minute track to be played at the end of the show. One audience member must be given keys
to be interacted with during one of the transitions.
--*The Missing Peace was made possible through the Heinz Small Arts Initiative and our generous donors.*
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SHANA SIMMONS DANCE
Shana Simmons Dance (SSD) was founded in 2009 by Artistic Director Shana Simmons to create unique and engaging contemporary
dance. Since its founding, Simmons has used dance as a means to express other people’s opinions as well as her own: to interpret and
create. She takes inspiration from the immediate world in which we are living, and her choreographic expressions are created from the
ways in which our society is changing, the need for intimate connections to people and objects, and providing the viewer a unique
perspective, if not participatory action. SSD projects aim to draw audiences into modern dance in new and creative ways and highlight
current societal topics for project based work.
SSD began its project history in 2009, following Simmons’ graduation from LABAN in London, England. Their first collaboration was with
Artmongers, an artistic company focusing on community murals and led by Patricio Forester. The company’s first two projects involved a
site specific Tea Party for the local Deptford community, next to Greenwich, and a Hospital Project for the newly revamped children’s
hospital wing at St Thomas’s Hospital, located in London proper. Both performance events utilized the sites in creative and entertaining
ways, engaging the audience into the performance and encouraging dance as an accessible and fun form of expression. The goals of
both of these performances were to bring new life into places that otherwise seem desolate or scary.
Since their relocation to Pittsburgh, PA, SSD has produced three major productions through the support of the Heinz Small Arts
Initiative. Relative Positions (2012) was a building take over involving over twenty artists who performed/presented their works in site
specific locations throughout. Over 250+ attendees were documented and it boasted “Pittsburgh as a vibrant arts scene.” Jane Vranish,
Pittsburgh Post Gazette. PASSENGER (2014) honored the hundred year anniversary of the extinction of the passenger pigeon, once the
most numerous bird in North America. Presented at the National Aviary, five dancers swept, leapt, and careened through space,
transforming the center of the aviary into a feathered nest of movement. Objective I (2015) was a collaboration with NYC based
company, The Moving Architects, experimenting with editing in dance. Based on an article written by Judith Mackrell, both
choreographers created and edited each other’s work. Presented as a two step project, Objective I was presented in both NYC and
Pittsburgh. Discussions ensued with audiences; topics of artistic voice, entertainment value, and the true nature of a choreographic work
were debated.
Along with these three productions, Artistic Director, Shana Simmons, has created more than twelve choreographic pieces since 2009.
Her works have been seen in London, Belgium, New York City, Chicago, and Pittsburgh. SSD also has a long standing collaborative
relationship with The Eclectic Laboratory Chamber Orchestra, producing four separate works to date.
SSD strives to maintain excellence in choreographic quality, create experiences for audiences highlighting current topics, and views
performance as an exchange between audience member and performer.
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OUTREACH
*The Missing Peace aims to connect outside organizations to dance and the
arts through workshops and movement classes.*
Lecture/Demonstration: excerpts of TMP are shown to specific populations and
the “talks” are geared towards expression, the strength and power of the arts in
opening lines of communication about difficult topics, and how creativity can help
the healing process
Lecture/Demonstration: geared towards artistic institutions, “Three Artists
Openly Collaborating for One Vision,” research and process of forming The Missing
Peace, how volunteer work helps to shape the creative process, how discussion of
process aids in forming thoughtful and compelling works about sensitive topics
Open Dance Class: targeting experienced dancers ages 10-12, 12-14, 16-18,
pre-professional and adult movement. Dance classes will get the body moving.
Each choreographer has a unique style and approach to movement, ranging from
elements of basic ballet exercises, floorwork, release style dance, and partnering.
Trio of Movement & Feeling Workshops: Each choreographer takes the class
through a one hour session combining into a 4-hour workshop (with breaks).
Students will experience creative exercises, discuss true embodiment of feeling,
expression through movement, all relating to The Missing Peace topics of: selfidentity struggles, depression/suicide, and Alzheimer’s Disease. In the end,
support and partnering are taught to experience true trust and bonding through a
series of lift and support activities. Age ranges: 12-16, 17-21, 21+
As part of The Missing Peace, the dancers and choreographers volunteered their
time through the Alzheimer’s Association and the American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention. These organizations are open to connecting with The Missing Peace in
your city!
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PRESS

“...a virtually seamless outpouring of movement, empathy and, surprisingly, a real beauty that immersed the
audience in many ways... the serious intent...ultimately gave it a sweet clarity of purpose, something that should
transfer well on tour.” --Jane Vranish, Pittsburgh Post Gazette Review, 2018
----"...The Missing Peace combines and expands on the original trio of diverse dance projects about identity, Alzheimer’s
disease and suicide to create a multimedia contemporary dance work that is unified by messages of struggle, hope
and resilience." --Steve Sucato, Pittsburgh City Paper Preview, 2018
----"...each piece aims to raise awareness about an issue and offer hope and comfort that there are support networks,
be it a relative, friend or professional help." --Sara Bauknecht, Pittsburgh Post Gazette Preview, 2018
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MORE PRESS

OBJECTIVE I (2015):
"Shana Simmons’ level of choreographic sophistication is what sets her apart from other dance-makers of her
generation. Red Rover, Red Rover was no exception. The trio was Simmons’ finest achievement to date. The work
had everything: a clean, analytical structure that required a deep understanding of choreography; unpredictable
choices that surprised the audience; and high-level partnering skills not often seen in Pittsburgh."
--Adrienne Barr Totino, personal quote
PASSENGER (2014):
"Simmons and the dancers succeeded in both educating and entertaining the audience, another challenging
feat...With streamlined choreography, skilled dancers, exquisite costuming and well-suited sound, everything about
the piece worked. Simmons not only sparked my interest in the subject matter, but also had me longing to get back
to the Aviary and learn more."
--Adrienne Barr Totino, The Examiner
RELATIVE POSITIONS (2012):
"But no one has ever explored a large communal space and its architectural peculiarities in quite this way...There
were 13 commissions, so Relative Positions was treated as serious art designed to intrigue. But most importantly, the
evening summoned its own collective synergy in a fine first effort, one that promoted Pittsburgh as a vibrant arts
city."
--Jane Vranish, Pittsburgh Post Gazette

*For more press, video and images, please CLICK HERE.*
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